Join us for a terrific discussion of the progress, treatment and prominence of women in the IP legal industry. Our panel, moderated by McDermott partner Natalie Bennett, includes attorneys from several of America's top companies and some of our industry's top law firms. The panel shares their insight and perspective on the landscape for women in IP, where we are, where we need to be, and how we can strengthen our teams by promoting and championing women in our profession.
Catch up on April’s top IP headlines. Join Nathan Smith, Sarah Bro and Paul St. Marie, Jr. as we discuss April's Supreme Court cases that ruled on the constitutionality of IPRs and the treatment of claims during an IPR, as well as updates regarding the newly released USPTO memo outlining requirements for Section 101 rejections of patent ineligible subject matter, the impending in-line linking copyright circuit showdown, Afghanistan joining the Madrid system, and importantly, the WHOIS blackout period going into effect later in May 2018.
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